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not only are there Federal and State laws on importation,

possession, supply and use of illegal drugs. But the

sentences available for the offences have been gradually
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A recent documentary on Ceausescu's Romania presented a

parade of chastened politicians, intellectuals and lawyers

who confessed that they had never stopped to question the

fantastic laws and policies (not to say personality cult)

which the dictator inflicted on them. They, at least, had
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Life imprisonment is now provided for many such

But as well, a whole panoply of authoritariancrimes.

escalated.

measures has been introduced.

led to an increase in the use of recreational drugs.

and more Draconian punishments are enacted.

the excuse of the Securitate.

questioning apparently universally accepted wisdom are very

great: even in less authoritarian societies.

One of the great "truths" of modern times is said to be

the need for an international "war against drugs". The

Secretary General of the United Nations is quoted in this

book as saying that "drug abuse is a time bomb ticking away

in the heart of our civilisation. We must find ways of

dealing with it before it destroys us". There are many other

like statements, emanating particularly from the United

States of America after the disaffection of the Vietnam War
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the'.~~~I.war against drugs" is just the latest effort of the

first is that the case for criminalisation and prohibition

ha's neveJ; been conVincingly argued, as a matter of

This

It is one of a

confiscation not

Its thesis is that

~istening devices and telephonic interception, through

facilitated proof

,::'Fabian Society and the Socialist Forum.

,"prohibitionist tendencies of the United States.

'.';that,:.,this little book must be approached.

strategy has been a "manifest failure" in the opinion of the

The time has come for Australia, if necessary alone

,{,qr,:~.with like-minded countries such as Denmark and the

Netherlands) to opt out and to try a better balanced strategy

:for'countering the undoubted problems of drug dependance.

The book is comprised of· five short essays. The

,in~roduction by John Mathews outlines the major arguments for

'c~~nge, introduces the writers of the four substantive essays

and,presents the book as a contribution to social change.

,. 'l',.'" Invoking thoroughly respectable world figures such as

. ~oi:'ge Schultz, the former US Secretary of State and Milton

~riedman, the Nobel Laureate in Economics, Mathews distils

~';t~'!!_ ,"striking case for reform" from six propositions. The

i£~.nly.":of, the proved proceeds of crimes but of the assets of

~~~~~rsons accused, but not convicted, of such offences. See eg

''';,;"IJI:u!T.!l'I:aff.ick.in!T (C~·v.i1 PI:oceed~'ngs)Act: 199'tr (NSW).
',"'''''c'·',·

~. "It is against this background of national laws

t;i£-Eirgeting the supply of illegal drugs and international

ie-o'nventions reinforcing a world-wide strategy to that end,
.':1"= ~

series of books on "Strategies for Renewal" published by

':Pluto Press of Australia in association with the Australian
~~f!~
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with deaths caused by alcohol and tobacco. The

current level of deaths caused by illegal drugs when compared

But he suggests that

For thirteen years he was a senior health

The sixth is the consequent neglect of more

He likens Australia's acquiescence to the

He uses statistics to show how minuscule is thefacts.

effective.

the harm associated with drug use.

Dr Les Drew.

American-led "war on drugs" to our earlier abject acceptance

criminalisation of significant sections of the population,

espec ially the young, is a major concern for Dr Drew.

According to one statistic he quotes, 33% of.males and 25% of

females between the ages of 14 and 19 years have used illegal

marijuana or "hash". He supports the objective of minimising

policy adviser to the Australian Federal government. He

contrasts the public beliefs about drugs with the empirical

regulation of supply rather than prohibition would be more

realistic strategies for the social control of drug use.

These are now being ventured in the Netherlands with results

apparently no worse than the local laws and with far fewer

damaging social costs.

The first substantive essay in the collection is by

of the West.

principle. The .second is that the social costs

(criminalisation of young people, burglaries, etc) are

mounting. The third is that preventable health problems

attend the current strategy - especially the dangers of the

spread of HIV/AIDS. The fourth is that resources for truly

antiSocial activity (corporate and environmental crime) are

diverted to huge expenditures on "victimless" drug offences.

The fifth concerns the impact on developing countries which

are tempted into high yield cash crops by the ready markets
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personal cannabis use in South Australia.

senior lecturer in sociology at the Australian National

We seem

Starting from an exploration of the variousuniversity.

international conventions now constrain any ready change of

our policy. It suggests that the objective of a rational

Australian policy on drugs should be harm reduction not

elimination and that laws should be targeted in a consistent

way at all drug use - not just at "second gen~ration" drugs.

According to Mugford, the free availability of cannabis in

Amsterdam has not led to any increase in the use of that

drug. If anything, use has declined. He suggests that

similar consequences have followed the "decriminalisation" of

possibilities of legalisat.ion or decriminalisation,

Dr Mugford expresses regret that Australia's ratification of

to be travelling, with the Americans, upon the same journey

again but now on a global scale.

The next contribution is by Dr Stephen Mugford, a

21st Amendment was then passed repealing the 18th.

The next contribution is by Professor Terry Carney, now

of the Un~versity of Sydney. He explores the current legal

of similar fateful leadership in the Vietnam War. He predicts

a similar, eventual withdrawal.

The international attempts to develop uniform global

approaches to illicit drugs began at the Hague in 1909 and in

geneva in 1912. Those attempts owed much to the decisions

taken at about the same time by the United States to adopt

the 1Bth Amendment to the Constitution prohibiting the

manufacture, sale, transport, import or export of

intoxicating liquors. It took more than a decade for that

brave experiment to be seen for the failure that it was. The
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in the context of the debate about the proper 

'the .criminal law. He outlines various options for 

;tJ,p"~ed --.supply - including provision for medical 

licensing of commercial vendors, the 

of a government monopoly, etc. The present 

,ilbj.e~on :model is, according to Carney, a contradiction of 

of citizenship", inherent in the modern 

between the individual and the organised 

As a start to a more rational policy, Carney 

.greater use of prosecutorial discretion. But this 

,unreviewable decision may be idiosyncratic. It 

,the criminal process from the open courts to 

made behind closed doors. 

there is a very thoughtful chapter by Dr Alex 

,Director of the Alcohol and Drug Service at St 

~ncem" s Hospital in Sydney. That hospital is in the 

of treatment and care of people in Sydney with drug 

and HIV/AIDS patients. Dr Wodak and his colleagues 

deal with such fellow citizens as patient.s and as 

beings. It is therefore unsurprising that he should 

on the long list of contradictions which exist in 

,uz,rent",Australian policies aimed at supply reduction. He is 

-in the review of the law's present approach whilst 

the practical obstacles which .stand in the way 

·.i t alone" Australian attempt to chart a different 

The huge funds pumped into the present strategy I 

nat,ionally and internationally, are spelt out. Dr Wodak 

,9cint:ra.st.s ,the minuscule amounts spent on drug education and 

. and growing needs of health care, particularly in 

field. ·of HIV/AIDS. He laments the disproportionate 
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experiments in the Netherlands and Denmark aimed at a

experiment, consistent with its ratification of international

This is

results of

triumph is

The idea of

Indeed, this

The practical

As well, there is

There seems little doubt that

The book is light on hard data

The extent to which Australia could

Nor is there sufficient information about the

of united States policies on international

consideration of our drug laws and strategies.

strategies against drugs. Their institutional

'!'remarkable" given the "apparently unsuccessful

these policies when applied domestically".

controls.

marshalled their arguments.

have "failed", would have been useful.

not explored.

sanctions and stimulated by the advent of H~V/AIDS.

steps to a transitional arrangement need to be spelt out if

some suggestion of a fall-off in drug use, unrelated to legal

politicians are to be helped to consider them.

of prescription of heroin, which is said by its critics to

different approach. An analysis of why the British strategy

depending. on a benevolent exercise of the prosecutor's

concerning the extent of illegal drug use, the number of

offenders and .prisoners and the aggregate cost of current

the growing problem of HIV/AIDS will necessitate fresh

I regard this book as useful because of the sober way

~rt which the contributors have aired their views and

conventions, is mentioned but not analysed.

,is a degree of repetition.

has already happened. The provision for the exchange of used

for sterile syringes in most jurisdictions of Australia and

in. ,New zealand points up the inconsistency between urgent

'strategies for health care and laws concerning drug use.

Various criticisms of the book can be mentioned. There
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is . basically incompatible with the rule of law. 

·,of the book would have been useful, as would a list 

£01;" further reading. 

book might also have been more stimulating if it 

an articulate exposition of the contrary 

so that the reader could decide. In this sense, it 

~he:~ nature of a tract, self-consciously promoting 

supportive opinions rather than offering competing 

"",illtl,- ,for the reader's assessment. 

.these are by no means fatal pOints. The great 

by this little book is one of very considerable 

qui te disproportionate to the size of the 

It concerns the limits of state power; the 

and selective enforcement of ineffective laws; 

. ,~~questioning pursuit of an international strategy 

attention to whether or not it is effective 

. the ri.ght track. The book deserves to be read 

But whether in a society which resembles the 

authoritarianism of Ceausescu's Romania on this 

issue, the book will prompt the social debate for 

authors call, remains a matter of doubt. 

M D KIRBY· 

South Wales Court of 
of the International 

Commissioner of the 
Global Commission on 

President of the New 
Appeal. Commissioner 
Commission of Jurists. 
World Health Organisation 
AIDS. Personal views. 
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